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Introductions
 Your name 

 Your child’s name 

 Something your child is good at 



What do we mean by additional 
needs? 
 ASD 

 DLD

 Stammering 

 ADHD

 Speech sound difficulties 

 Apraxia of speech 

 Language difficulties 

 Learning difficulties 



What is ASD?

 https://youtu.be/Lk4qs8jGN4U

https://youtu.be/Lk4qs8jGN4U


What is DLD?
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQ-s02HWLb0



The pros and cons of sharing your 
child’s needs with them
 Discuss 



Pros and cons 
 Worry we will upset the child

 Don’t know how to explain it

 Don’t want to highlight problems in child

 Worry it will reduce self-esteem

 Fears make them worse “I can’t do anything because I 
have autism/ a stammer/DLD etc ”

 Fears I will say the wrong thing

 Child will use it as an excuse 



Pros and cons 
 A lack of communication with young person can lead to 

upsetting situations (e.g. where child finds a letter about it or 
overhears a conversation, someone sharing diagnosis without 
realising they don’t know). 

 Increasing the child’s understanding can increase self-esteem

 A diagnosis can give the young person a way of explaining the 
differences they may have noticed between themselves and 
peers.

 The young person no longer feel like ‘the naughty child who is 
always in trouble for no reason’. 

 Awareness of the diagnosis brings recognised ‘strengths’. 



The research 
 Studies suggest the same things that are important to 

parents are important to children:
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Meaning Support Stigma



The research 
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Meaning Support Stigma

 Is the information meaningful to 
your child?
 Like parents, most are satisfied 

with the knowledge about their 
needs.

 Does it answer any questions, 
like: “Why do I have to go to 
small groups?”
 Many children know they are 

different.

 Will they understand the label, or 
is it better to start with an 
observation about them. 

 It is always a process: it takes 
time



The research 
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Meaning Support Stigma

 Access support for 
you and your child 
(time can be 
important)

 Telling your child’s 
teachers and 
classmates can help 
get consistent social, 
learning and 
behavioural support
 May help talking 

about specific 
difficulties instead

 Class activities 
around difference 
can be useful

• A label can be used 
to access extra 
support  and 
implement specific 
strategies



The research 
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Meaning Support Stigma

• Additional needs can be stigmatised, 
including by people with them. E.g. 

• I don’t want to be different 

• Children may feel they cannot do 
certain things because of it

• E.g. ‘I don’t believe I can go to college, 
so I won’t try’

• BUT challenging behaviour is also 
stigmatised

• Children experience stigma with and 
without knowing their diagnosis



Identifying if your child is ready
 Thoughts?

 Discussion



Identifying if your child is ready
 Asking questions

 Noticing differences

 Commenting on people around them

 Stage not age



Case studies 



ASD scenario
 10 year old girl called Grace with recent diagnosis of 

autism. Academically able and doing well at school 
(apart from social difficulties). Lots of problems with 
behaviour and emotional regulation at home. Wasn’t 
aware of what the assessment process was for. 



DLD scenario
 6 year old child with diagnosis of DLD. Joe is sociable 

and engages well with his peers. He participates lots in 
class but needs support to re-structure his answers and 
following instructions. Largely unaware of support he 
receives by teacher and that he requires support from 
members of staff through core subjects.



Recent referral
 8 year old child called Mohammed who has recently 

been referred by class teacher. He is shy although he 
has one best friend in class. He has difficulty with 
group work and answering questions. He is seen by 
SaLT and is asking why he is being taken out of class.



How to tell your child about their 
additional needs 
 Introduce the idea using famous people /characters 

with similar needs to them. 

 Talk about the strengths and the difficulties that 
having those needs- bring out the positives for the 
young person.

 Let the young person ask questions about  and help 
them to answer the questions/find ways to find the 
answers.

 Use age appropriate materials/resources/ language to 
explain the diagnosis. 
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How to talk to your child about 
their needs
 Worksheet -My inside and my outside



What strengths does your child 
have related to their needs

In pairs 

 Discuss what strengths your child has related to their 
needs

 Think about how you might acknowledge these with 
your child
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How to talk to your child about 
their needs - Same and different
 Concept of same and different – considering language 

demand

 Makaton (CIP)

 Practical of ‘same’ and ‘different’ items

 Modelling language



How to talk to your child about 
their needs
 Examples in the moment – as scenarios  arise, talking 

about finding something tricky, different perspectives

 Being open – parents talking about things they find 
difficult/strengths

 Identifying their strengths with them



Questions children might ask 
 Why do I have X?

 When will I grow out of it?

 Is it fatal?

 Does everybody have problems like me?

 Will I get better?

 Do you [parents/siblings/friends] have the same as me?

 Can I play on the computer now? (not interested)
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Question/Problem solving
 Using diagnosis as excuse

 Brainstorming ideas to discuss with family – anticipating 
difficulties



What we do
 Therapy – parent involvement and consent

 I am Special

 DLD and Me



Resources for Parents 
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Coming Out Asperger: Diagnosis, Disclosure and Self-Confidence. 

(Dinah Murray).

My Autism Book: A Child's Guide to their Autistic Spectrum 

Diagnosis. (Glòria Durà-Vilà & Tamar Levi).

Asperger's What Does It Mean to Me?: A Workbook Explaining 

Self Awareness and Life Lessons to the Child or Youth with High 
Functioning Autism. (Catherine Faherty).

Siblings of Children with Autism: A Guide for Families. (Sandra 

Harris)

My Brother Sammy is Special. (Becky Edwards). Does not use 

the word ‘autistic’.

Freaks, Geeks and Aspergers Syndrome: A User Guide to 

Adolescence. (Tony Attwood & Luke Jackson).

Blue Bottle Mystery: An Asperger Adventure. (Kathy Hoopmann). 

One of a series of Asperger Adevenures.



How to talk to your child about 
their needs
 Animated Explanation of Autism -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6fy7gUIp8Ms

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6fy7gUIp8Ms


Resources

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ibn04rxRo_I

 Wait, wait, I’m not finished yet 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ibn04rxRo_I

